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and cooperation are mutually reinforced through resource 
exchange (Masuda & Fu, 2015). Segregations in social 
networks emerge primarily in relation to category-based 
preference; however, group categories and cooperativeness 
serve as dist inct mechanisms for social select ion. 
Participants in a repeated PDG select social partners based 
on the similarity of their group category but reject them 
based on their cooperativeness (Melamed et al., 2020). 
Under wealth disparities, the rich-poor category emerges 
spontaneously. People categorized as relatively rich prefer 
ingroup (rich) members over outgroup (poor) members to 
exchange resources (Jetten et al., 2017; Martinangeli & 
Martinsson, 2020). 

However, category-based preferences for social 
selection are not always dominant. People tend to select 
and share resources with social partners who have positive 
reputations (Melamed et al., 2018; Rand et al., 2011). 
Recent research on wealth disparity and resource exchange 
(Hauser et al., 2021) reveals that rich-group players tend 
to be punished if their contribution is low in proportion 
to their endowments, regardless of the absolute amount 
of their contribution. Notably, group permeability refers 
to the degree to which individuals can move between 
different groups. In the case of wealth-based group 
boundaries, permeability is related to the possibility of 
upward and downward mobility based on the amount of 
resources people possess. The evolutionary perspective 
of bounded generalized reciprocity (BGR) explains that 
ingroup favoritism is derived from the expectation of 
mutual cooperation for benefits (Yamagishi et al., 1999). 
In the BGR framework, human groups serve as containers 
for generalized exchange, and group categories induce a 
heuristic of mutual cooperation (Yamagishi & Kiyonari, 
2000). These findings indicate that people prioritize 
potential social partners’ cooperativeness over their 
social categories to create a new boundary for mutual 
cooperation if the former information is available.

In this study, we apply a selective play paradigm 
(Hayashi & Yamagishi, 1998) in a repeated PDG to 
elucidate the way in which people set boundaries for 
mutual cooperation under the division of r ich-poor 
group categories. This approach allows us to distinguish 
two social preferences associated with group category: 
select ion (nominat ing with whom to interact) and 
action (deciding the amount of resources shared with 
partners) strategies. Here, we manipulate the visibility 
of the cooperativeness in PDG to examine whether 
cooperativeness-based preference could override category-
based preference in social selection and resource exchange.

Implementation of petty favor for rich-poor cooperation
In social dilemma games, free riders decrease others’ 
motivation for resource sharing (Yamagishi & Sato, 1986). 
According to the structural goal/expectation approach, 
using punishment as a trigger for mutual cooperation 
deters free riders from exploiting others and facilitates 
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Introduction
Inequality has shaped the evolution of cooperation since 
the times of the hunter-gatherer society (Apicella et al., 
2014). Inequality in wealth affects social preference 
(Melamed et al., 2022), facilitates social segregation (Nishi 
et al., 2015), and decreases subjective well-being and 
happiness in the segregated population (Buttrick et al., 
2017). Given the detrimental consequences of inequality, 
encouraging resource sharing between the rich and the 
poor becomes an important issue in human society (Haynie 
et al., 2021). Evolutionary theorists argue that homophily 
in social status shapes stable and long-term relationships 
(Fu et al., 2012), providing critical insight into the 
emergence of social segregation under inequality. This 
study scrutinizes ways to overcome wealth homophily 
to accomplish rich-poor resource sharing using the 
framework of a Prisoner’s Dilemma game (PDG).

Homophily & cooperativeness in resource exchange
Postulated in various evolutionary mechanisms, such as the 
green-beard effect and tag-based cooperation, homophily 
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resource exchange (Yamagishi, 1986). The effect of 
punishment on human cooperation is often strong enough 
to surpass the effects of kinship and indirect reciprocity 
(Fehr & Gächter, 2002). Positive interactions are also 
effective in facilitating resource exchange (Rand et al., 
2009). Voluntary punishment and rewards are driven 
primarily by intrinsic and strategic motives, respectively 
(Choi & Ahn, 2013). Of these, strategic motives increase 
through expectations of future cooperation with ingroup 
members. These findings indicate that implementing a 
trigger for reward-based interventions is an effective way 
to facilitate resource exchange within a f lexible group 
boundary determined by cooperativeness.

In this study, we introduce petty favor provisioning 
as a counterpart of punishment to induce behavioral 
changes in a repeated PDG. Petty favor is implemented 
as an option to provide a small amount of resources from 
one’s endowment to another interaction partner before the 
PDG. Suppose that players initially plan to invest 100 out 
of 300 points in their wallet to a partner in PDG. Players 
without motivation for mutual cooperation may ignore the 
petty favor option because splitting the initial points for 
petty favor and PDG (10 and 90 points) is not meaningful 
for them. Contrastingly, if players are motivated to earn 
benefits from mutual cooperation, they may think of a 
petty favor option (e.g., providing 10 points before PDG) 
as useful to increase the partner’s cooperation in forms of 
reciprocity in PDG. In this case, the players would count 
the cost for petty favor outside the initial amount and 
invest the initial amount as originally planned. In other 
words, we expect that this option would serve as a strategy, 
such as “you must lose a fly to catch a trout.”

Methods
Participants & design
In 2020, 232 Japanese crowdsourcing workers were 
recruited at Lancers to participate in this experiment. 
Each participant received 300 yen (approximately $3) as 
remuneration. After the survey was completed, the top 
six participants were selected as winners based on the 
points they earned in the game and were awarded another 
1000 yen (approximately $10) as a bonus. This study used 
a 2 (cooperativeness visibility [between-factor]: visible, 
invisible) × 2 (partner selection [within-factor]: poor, rich) 
× 2 (petty favor type [between-factor]: donation, signaling) 
× 2 (petty favor provisioning [within-factor]: provide, 
hold) × 3 (contribution [within-factor]: high, medium, low) 
mixed design (see below for details).

Repeated PDG with a selective play paradigm
We developed a modified repeated PDG incorporating a 
selective play paradigm (Hayashi & Yamagishi, 1998). 
At the beginning of the game, participants were shown 
a picture and a vignette describing rich-poor residential 
segregation in a virtual city (see Supplementary Materials). 
Participants were informed that (1) the experiment was 
a multi-player online experiment, including paired 
activities among the inhabitants of the city using unique 
IDs, and (2) they would become either rich inhabitants in 
the upscale neighborhood or poor inhabitants in the slum 
district based on the initial points randomly assigned to 
them. The rich-poor threshold was set at 10,000 points, 

in which participants were defined as rich inhabitant if 
they possessed more than 10,000 points. All participants 
were allocated as rich, in actuality, and all other players 
were programmed bots whose cooperation rates were 
manipulated.

Participants played the game for 20 rounds. In Session 
1 (Rounds 1–10), each round included two steps: (1) 
selecting a partner and (2) contributing points to the pair 
account. Participants had 600 points in each round and 
were able to choose a partner from rich or poor residential 
areas. Potential partner points were dynamically set 
from 500–700 points and 250–350 points in rich and 
poor residential areas, respectively1. After pairing up, 
participants decided the number of points they wanted 
to contribute to the pair’s account. Partner cooperation 
rates ranged from 25%–45% for rich residential partners 
and from 75%–95% for poor residential partners. In 
other words, the participants made selections between 
selfish-rich and cooperative-poor partner. The sum of 
contributions was multiplied by 1.5 and divided equally for 
each member in the pair.

In Session 2 (Round 11–20), a petty favor provisioning 
system was implemented between partner selection and 
contribution. Participants determined whether they would 
provide 50 of their 600 points to the selected partner or 
keep the points for themselves. Partners (bots) did not 
have this option. Note that the partner’s cooperation rates 
were fixed, regardless of the execution of the option, which 
increased the partner’s total amount of contributions 
with petty favor provisioning. For example, if a partner 
had 300 points and the cooperation rate was 75%, the 
partner would provide 263 ([300 + 50] × 0.75) points after 
receiving a petty favor or 225 (300 × 0.75) points without 
it. We manipulated the type of petty favor as a donation 
(giving with anonymity; n = 108) or signaling (giving with 
the participants’ ID; n = 108).

Procedure
The experiment was programmed in oTree (Chen et 
al., 2016). Following the instructions, the participants 
completed a practice session, after which they participated 
in the game. They did not know the total number of 
rounds in the game. The visibility of potential partners’ 
cooperativeness was manipulated as a between-participant 
factor. In the invisible condition (n = 104), only potential 
partners’ group categories (rich or poor) were presented. In 
the visible condition (n = 112), the last-round cooperation 
rate was presented with their category. Upon completing 
the game, participants responded to the manipulation 
checks and demographic questions, which was followed by 
debriefing2.

1 Before the experiment, a simulation was conducted to equalize par-
ticipants’ expected total rewards regardless of the proportion of self-
ish-rich partners in a 20-round PDG. Based on the calculation, we 
originally intended to set the rich partner’s points ranging between 
600 and 800 in each round. However, due to programming errors, the 
points ranged between 500 and 700 in the experiment. This resulted 
in an increase in expected total rewards due to the avoidance of self-
ish-rich partners. See the prior simulation section in Supplementary 
Materials for more details.
2 We also measured group identification (Karasawa, 2002), perceived 
homophily (Ensari et al., 2012), impressions (Fiske et al., 2002) to-
ward both rich and poor residential partners, subjective social status 
(Adler et al., 2000), and generalized trust (Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 
1994). However, we did not include these variables in the main anal-
ysis.
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Results
We excluded data from 12 participants for duplicate 
participation and four participants who withdrew their 
consent for analysis. Finally, data from 216 participants 
(Mage = 42.76 years, SD = 10.63, 129 males and 87 females) 
were analyzed.

Preferred strategy between Sessions 1 & 2
We created mult inomial dependent var iables that 
represented the two-step decision-making process (partner 
selection→resource sharing) in the experiment. First, we 
categorized the participants’ cooperation rates into three 

levels: low (cooperation rates < 30%), medium (30% to 
50%), and high (> 50%)3,4. If the participants provided 50 
points as petty favor in Session 2, their cooperation rates 
were calculated after subtracting the amount from the 

3 Using cooperation rates as a continuous independent variable 
resulted in non-convergence when modeling the multistep de-
cision-making process in a Bayesian framework. Therefore, we 
categorized participants’ behavioral patterns and applied them in a 
multinomial regression model.
4 Participants’ cooperation rates in each round (points given to the 
pair account divided by the initial points) ranged between 30%–50% 
(Figure S2). A meta-analysis on cross-cultural variations in cooper-
ation reported that the average cooperation rate among strangers is 
33% in Japan (Spadaro et al., 2022).

(a) Posterior distributions of predictors with medians and 95% credible intervals in Session 1 
under visible cooperativeness 

(b) Posterior distributions of predictors with medians and 95% credible intervals in Session 2 
under visible cooperativeness 

Figure 1. Posterior distributions of predictors with medians and 95% credible intervals under visible cooperativeness 
(n = 112). All participants played a repeated PDG as rich residential players. The petty favor option was implemented 
only in Session 2. The participants’ behavioral patterns were categorized into six types based on partner selection 
(rich/poor) and cooperation rates (high [H]/medium [M]/low [L]). The H-poor strategy (choosing a cooperative-poor 
partner and showing a high-level cooperation rate) served as a baseline for comparison. 
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initial points (i.e., the denominator was 600 − 50 = 550 
points)5. Then, the behavioral strategies of each round were 
categorized based on two-step decision-making strategies, 
including partner selection (2: cooperative-poor or selfish-
rich) × cooperation rate (3: low, medium, or high), and 
classified into six types: H-poor [high contribution with 
a cooperative-poor partner], M-poor, L-poor, H-rich, 
M-rich, and L-rich. Descriptive statistics are reported in 
the Supplementary Materials.

A Bayesian multinomial regression model was fitted to 
estimate the preferences for the strategies across 20 rounds 
5 This means that the way to calculate cooperation rates differed 
between Sessions 1 and 2. If participants contributed 300 points in 
Session 1, their cooperation rate was 50% (300 / 600). If participants 
provided 50 points as petty favor and contributed 300 points in Ses-
sion 2, their cooperation rate was 54.5% [300 / (600 − 50)].

in the visible and invisible conditions, respectively. All 
participants were assigned to the rich residential group. 
The H-poor strategy was set as the baseline for comparison 
with the other strategies.

Figures 1 and 2 show the calculated values based 
on combinations of the parameter estimates and 95% 
posterior distribution of parameters in the visible and 
invisible conditions, respectively. In Session 1, the M-poor/
M-rich strategies in the visible condition were preferred to 
the H-poor strategy (Figure 1a). In the invisible condition 
of Session 1, the H-rich/M-rich/L-rich strategies and the 
M-poor strategy were preferred over the H-poor strategy 
(Figure 2a). However, the H-poor strategy was generally 
preferred over most strategies in both conditions in 
Session 2 (see Table S3 and Model 1 in the Supplementary 

(a) Posterior distributions of predictors with medians and 95% credible intervals in Session 1 
under invisible cooperativeness

(b) Posterior distributions of predictors with medians and 95% credible intervals in Session 2 
under invisible cooperativeness

Figure 2. Posterior distributions of predictors with medians and 95% credible intervals under invisible cooperativeness (n 
= 104). All participants played a repeated PDG as rich residential players. The petty favor option was implemented only 
in Session 2. The participants’ behavioral patterns were categorized into six types based on partner selection (rich/poor) 
and cooperation rates (high [H]/medium [M]/low [L]). The H-poor strategy (choosing a cooperative-poor partner and 
showing a high-level cooperation rate) served as a baseline for comparison.
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Materials for details). These f indings suggest that 
implementing the petty favor provisioning system induced 
higher cooperation with partners who were poor but 
cooperative. 

Petty favor provisioning & cooperation rate
We created a dummy variable to determine whether 
participants provided petty favors (provision or hold) in 
each round in Session 2. Participants showed the highest 
cooperation rate (M = 0.56, SD = 0.28) when they selected 
poor-cooperative partners and provided petty favors 
(see Table S2 in the Supplementary Materials for the 
descriptive statistics of the other strategies)6.

Ref lecting a three-step decision-making process 
in Session 2, behavioral strategies of each round were 
classif ied into 12 types based on partner choice (2: 
cooperative-poor or selfish-rich) × petty favor provisioning 
(2: provision or hold) × cooperation rates (3: high, medium, 
or low). For example, if a participant chose a cooperative-
poor partner, provided petty favors, and assigned a high 
proportion of points to the pair account, the strategy was 
categorized as the Provision-H-poor strategy (providing 
petty favors along with a high-level contribution by 
choosing the poor partner).

Figure 3 shows the estimates of a Bayesian multinomial 

6 At the end of the experiment, participants engaged in a manipula-
tion check on whether the sender of petty favor was identifiable (the 
signaling condition) or unidentifiable (the donation condition) by 
their interaction partners in Session 2. Of 216 participants, 95 (44%) 
did not answer correctly and 62 (29%) responded as “unknown.” 
This indicates that the signaling-donation manipulation was not suc-
cessful. Therefore, we did not include this variable in the analysis.

regression model. The Provision-H-poor strategy (baseline) 
was the most preferred (see Table S4 and Model 2 in the 
Supplementary Materials for details). Combined with the 
results reported in the previous section, these findings 
indicate that rich players tended to execute the petty-favor 
option with cooperative-poor partners and made greater 
contributions to them.

Discussion
Implementing a petty favor facilitates mutual cooperation 
beyond the rich-poor boundary. The interpretation of the 
petty favor effect is twofold. First, granting petty favors 
to cooperative-poor partners can induce a positive mood. 
Positive mood promotes prosocial behavior (Cunningham, 
1988; Salovey et al., 1991) and could subsequently facilitate 
resource sharing in PDG. Second, expectations of future 
interactions may work under a permeable resource-based 
group boundary. The anticipation of future cooperation 
changes intergroup attitudes and eliminates preferences 
for ingroups (Misch et al., 2021). In this study, participants 
might have utilized petty favors as a strategy to establish 
reciprocal relationships with potential social partners for 
future interactions. 

This study focused only on the situation where rich 
players selected either selfish-rich or cooperative-poor 
partners. Future research should include all possible 
combinations of social categories of players and their 
partners’ cooperativeness to replicate the robustness of the 
current findings in different settings. Additionally, it may 

Figure 3. Posterior distributions of predictors with medians and 95% credible intervals (N = 216). All participants 
played a repeated PDG as rich residential players. Combining participants’ cooperation rates (high [H]/medium [M]/
low [L]) with decision-making for partner selection (rich/poor) and the provision of petty favors (provision/hold), all be-
havior patterns were categorized into 12 types. The provision-H-poor strategy (choosing a cooperative-poor partner and 
providing a petty favor along with a high-level cooperation rate) served as a baseline for comparison. 
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be possible that participants were aware of the number 
of points they provided but did not recognize changes in 
cooperation rates with or without petty favor provision. 
To address this, participants’ cooperation rates should be 
presented on the computer screen along with the points in 
each round of the PDG.

The BGR contends that human cooperation is rooted 
in reciprocal altruism, and cooperators tend to assort each 
other for evolutionary advantages (Balliet et al., 2014). 
From this perspective, our findings expand the theoretical 
context of BGR from intragroup to intergroup cooperation 
by modifying group boundaries based on cooperativeness.
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